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2 of 2 review helpful Synthemata and Symbola By Ashtar Command rdquo Living Theurgy rdquo is a fascinating but 
extremely difficult book authored by Jeffrey S Kupperman a member of the so called Apostolic Johannite Church a 
ldquo Gnostic rdquo group based in the United States The book deals with Neo Platonism but is unusual in the sense 
that Kupperman although a scholar claims that Neo Platonist theory and practice Living Theurgy is a masterpiece 
combining scholarly excellence with lucid practicality Theurgy god working is a combination of ritual mystical 
practices interwoven with philosophy and theology It was developed by Iamblichus and other Neoplatonists inspired 
by the works of philosophers including Plato Aristotle and Pythagoras and Julian the Chaldean Author and scholar 
Jeffrey Kupperman elucidates and makes accessible the core ideologies and practices of Theurgy 
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